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ABSTRACT

1

Concepts utilizing applied ethics, such as responsible conduct of
research (RCR), can prove difficult to teach due to the complexity
of problems faced by researchers and the many underlying perspectives involved in such dilemmas. To address this issue, we created
Academical, a choice-based interactive storytelling game for RCR
education that enables players to experience a story from multiple perspectives. In this paper, we describe the design rationale of
Academical, and present results from an initial study comparing it
with traditional web-based educational materials from an existing
university RCR course. The results highlight that utilizing a choicebased interactive story game is more effective for RCR education,
with learners developing significantly higher engagement, stronger
overall moral reasoning skills, and better knowledge scores for
certain RCR topics.

Topics such as the responsible conduct of research (RCR) are difficult to teach due to the complexity of applied ethics and ethical
decision-making [3], the need for moral reasoning [58], and the
lack of existing educational tools that are motivating and foster critical thinking [19]. While past work has attempted to address these
issues through alternative learning approaches such as group mentoring [72] and role-playing [5, 59], these issues have still remained
largely unaddressed—resulting in ill-defined content, format, and
goals, as well as minimal evidence for effectiveness [18]. Conversely,
in the context of educational games, choice-based interactive storytelling is a popular format for narrative videogames [12, 40, 56].
There have even been educational interactive narratives designed
specifically to teach issues related to ethics [17], although they have
yet to be evaluated for effectiveness. Interactive storytelling (and
educational games in general [23, 34, 35]) have also been shown to
increase engagement/motivation and learning for more rote topics with clearly defined answers and educational outcomes, such
as in the areas of STEM [53, 70, 73]. However, past work has not
fully examined the capabilities of choice-based interactive storytelling games in teaching more ambiguous concepts such as moral
reasoning and ethical decision-making.
RCR in particular is an important concept that warrants study
of and improvement to existing training tools. This is because it
comprises fundamental ethical topics that inform all aspects of the
research process, which can also be further complicated by many
factors such as power dynamics and marginalized identities. As a
result, RCR requires understanding a variety of perspectives and
dilemmas that impact underlying research ethics [21, 60]. Additionally, current educational RCR tools suffer from a notable lack of
user engagement and motivation when learning the material [19].
Interactive storytelling games may be particularly effective for
addressing the above issues with RCR education. Specifically, we
hypothesized that the choice-based, role-playing nature of interactive storytelling games could also be employed to improve student engagement, learning outcomes, and moral reasoning within
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ethically complex topics such as RCR education—which requires
learners to understand a variety of perspectives and perform ethical
decision-making. As a result, we created Academical, a choice-based
interactive storytelling game for RCR education that allows players to experience a story from multiple perspectives. In this paper,
we discuss the design of Academical, and provide results from an
initial study comparing engagement and learning outcomes of our
web-based game with traditional web-based educational materials
from an existing RCR course at the University of Utah. We conclude
with a discussion of the results and their implications for the usage
of choice-base interactive storytelling games for teaching ethics
knowledge, moral reasoning skills, RCR, and improving the overall
experience of educational role-playing.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide background information on our project,
with an emphasis on choice-based interactive storytelling and its
use in learning materials. We also discuss RCR, the subject area
for which Academical serves as an educational resource, and past
research exploring RCR education.

2.1

Choice-based Interactive Storytelling

Though it is attested as far back as the sixteenth century [38,
54], choice-based interactive storytelling was made famous by the
Choose Your Own Adventure book series [51, 55] and is now most
prominent as a popular format for narrative videogames [12, 40, 56].
For instance, the various titles developed by Telltale Games, e.g.,
[64, 65]. In this format, players navigate a plot graph [71] by making
decisions (typically on behalf of a character) at branching points
in the narrative (see Figure 1 for an excerpt from the plot graph
for Academical). Research in this area has typically concerned the
history [12, 38, 54, 56], analysis [31, 32, 40], or procedural generation [15, 33, 45] of works in the choice-based format. Of particular
relevance to our study here is prior work that has argued for the
format’s power in terms of evoking empathy [4, 56, 57],1 providing
therapeutic benefits [9, 63], and enabling learning experiences, the
latter of which we discuss next in a dedicated section.

2.2

Interactive Storytelling and Learning

Interactive storytelling has substantial potential for education and
games [6, 8, 36, 41, 69]. Specifically, narrative/storytelling is an important element that can be incorporated into educational games in
order to maintain and increase students’ motivation [7, 10, 44, 53],
with some suggesting that integration of a good story into an educational game will determine its success or failure [13]. Interactive
storytelling has been incorporated into a number of educational
games focusing on topics such as history [7, 61], STEM [8, 70, 73],
and bullying [2, 67]. However, the majority of research on educational interactive storytelling games has focused on adaptivity [14, 24], interactivity [61, 73], emergent narrative [2], player and
knowledge modeling [29, 52], narrative planning and generation
[16, 50, 66, 74], and the game creation process itself [7, 62]. As a
result, there is surprisingly little work evaluating the impact of an
interactive storytelling approach on learning outcomes (exceptions
1 Though

see [49] for a critique of this notion.

Figure 1: Plot graphs for two of Academical’s playable
scenarios, visualized in the Twine authoring environment.
Each node in these graphs is a Twine “passage“ (story unit),
some of which are player choice points that link to other passages. As the game progresses, the scenarios become more
complex—of the two scenarios shown here, the one on the
right comes later in the game.

being [37, 53, 67, 70, 73]), especially for topics such as RCR with
ethically complex concepts that require a variety of perspectives.

2.3

Responsible Conduct of Research

Although students generally know that they should report data
honestly and cite sources accurately, they might not know specific
standards or obligations of RCR—such as criteria for co-authorship
and maintaining the confidentiality of manuscripts reviewed for
publication [48, 59]. The importance of RCR is such that many
major funding agencies, such as the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) and National Science Foundation (NSF), explicitly require researchers supported by their grants to receive RCR training [43, 47].
Currently, the NIH provides a guideline of nine core RCR topics [20]:
1) conflict of interest, 2) human and animal subjects, 3) mentoring, 4)
collaboration, 5) peer review, 6) data management, 7) research misconduct, 8) authorship and publication, and 9) scientists and society. Past
research on RCR education has ranged from issues teaching ethical
theories underlying RCR [3] and identifying metacognitive reasoning strategies that facilitate ethical decision-making [25, 39] to the
use of group mentoring [72] and role-playing [5, 59] for improved
training efficacy. However, there is still a notable engagement issue
within current RCR education, and a critical need for a variety of
tools to improve discussion, engagement, and critical thinking [19].
As a result, an interactive storytelling approach may prove effective
for increasing motivation and fostering deeper critical thinking.

3

ACADEMICAL

Academical is a work of choice-based interactive storytelling [26, 31,
32] that was created using the Twine authoring framework [12, 56].
The game comprises nine playable scenarios, each pertaining to
a specific topic in RCR [20]. These scenarios are adapted (with
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Figure 2: A choice point from Academical’s final scenario, “Fallen Angel Y2K.” In this scene, the player controls a busy professor
whose graduate student suspects that a postdoc in the lab has fabricated research results. The two highlighted text blocks
represent dialogue options between which the player must select. To complete the scenario, the player must also navigate the
situation responsibly while acting as the graduate student.

permission) from a series of existing educational RCR role-playing
prompts [5, 59]. Figure 2 shows a screenshot taken during gameplay,
which occurs in a web browser.
Each playable scenario in Academical centers on a conversation
between two stakeholders in the RCR issue at hand, one of whom
is controlled by the player—in the sense that they select dialogue
options for that character. By virtue of these choices, the player
will ultimately reach one of several possible endings, a subset of
which represent successful navigation of the situation. Upon reaching a good ending for the first character, the player then unlocks
the other interlocutor and replays the scenario from that person’s
viewpoint. In turn, reaching a good ending for the second character
in a given scenario unlocks the next scenario/RCR topic. The game
concludes upon completion of the final scenario. Generally, the
scenarios become more complex (and difficult to navigate) as the
game proceeds, as Figure 1 illustrates.
At the outset of the project, we decided that the format of choicebased interactive storytelling—which allows a player to experience
a story from multiple perspectives and replay scenes to see how
different actions play out—would demonstrate the complicated
nature of RCR to students in a compelling way. In adapting the
role-playing prompts, we sought to show how seemingly obvious
answers around questions of research ethics can be complicated
by factors such as power dynamics and marginalized identities
and experiences. Instead of cleanly delineating right and wrong
answers, Academical showcases complexity and uncertainty to

provoke questions around how courses of action could have unexpected consequences. In turn, while all successful paths through
the game’s scenarios represent the player character acting responsibly, not all of the situations reach clear resolutions. Specifically,
many scenarios feature paths that appear to represent obvious solutions, but ultimately lead to bad outcomes. Through replaying
and selecting new options, the player explores the social concerns
encompassed in a given RCR scenario, which will lead to a richer
understanding of the ethical complications that one can encounter
while conducting research as well as aid future moral reasoning.

4

METHODOLOGY

RCR is a complicated topic to teach that requires understanding a variety of perspectives and dilemmas that impact research ethics [21,
60]. As a result, we wanted to evaluate whether a choice-based
interactive storytelling design, such as the one employed in Academical, could prove more effective than traditional approaches
for teaching ethically complex topics. We hypothesized that the
choice-based, role-playing nature of Academical—which is specifically designed to highlight how research ethics can be complicated by many factors such as power dynamics and marginalized
identities—would be 1) more engaging, 2) as effective as traditional
RCR educational materials at developing knowledge of RCR concepts, and 3) result in stronger moral reasoning skills. In order to
explore these hypotheses, we conducted a between-subjects study
comparing our choice-based interactive storytelling game approach
with web-based educational materials from an existing RCR course
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Figure 3: An excerpt from the traditional web-based educational materials used in this study. As is common with current
educational RCR tools, the material is more heavily focused on historical context and case studies than Academical. These
materials were borrowed from an existing university RCR course.
(see Figure 3). The study consisted of two conditions: 1) a group
that read through two modules of the web-based educational RCR
materials covering peer review and authorship; and 2) a group
that played two chapters of Academical covering peer review and
authorship content.

4.1

Procedure

Participants were told that the study was to explore different approaches to RCR education, and that they would either play a game
or read materials teaching selected RCR concepts. They then completed an online survey collecting demographic information (age,
prior gaming experience, prior RCR experience, and so forth). Upon
completing the survey, participants were randomly assigned to one
of the two conditions (web materials or Academical). After completing the RCR training for peer review and authorship, participants
then completed a post-test that assessed their 1) engagement with
the training material, 2) quantitative knowledge of peer review and
authorship RCR concepts and 3) qualitative moral reasoning skills
for these same concepts. All participants completed the same topics
in the same order for both the training and testing phases.

4.2

Participants

A convenience sample of 28 university graduate and undergraduate
students—the standard target populations for RCR training—were
recruited for the study (age: µ=24.8, σ =7.6). There were 10 female,
14 male, and 3 non-binary participants, with 1 declining to disclose
gender. During the study, participants were randomly assigned to
one of the two conditions: web materials (14 total; 3 female, 2 nonbinary, 8 male, 1 decline to answer) and Academical game (14 total;
7 female, 1 non-binary, 6 male). None of the participants reported
prior RCR training within the past 2 years.

4.3

Measures

4.3.1 Temple Presence Inventory, Engagement Subscale. Engagement is an critical aspect of the learning process [22], drastically

influencing a learner’s motivation to continue interacting with a
system and the educational content [42]. In order to assess participant engagement with the two educational RCR tools employed, we
utilized the Engagement subscale of the Temple Presence Inventory
(TPI) [27]. The TPI is an instrument that has been validated for use
with games [28] and measuring game engagement [30].
4.3.2 Peer Review and Authorship RCR Quizzes. To assess and compare how effective the two RCR tools were for teaching knowledge
of peer review and authorship concepts, we utilized two quizzes
from the existing online RCR course at the University of Utah.
Each quiz consists of three questions around a respective topic, and
each question is either true/false, yes/no, or multiple choice (see
Appendix A).
4.3.3 Qualitative Assessment of Moral Reasoning. To assess and
compare how effective the two RCR tools were for teaching moral
reasoning skills, we utilized qualitative test materials from a previous study that evaluated the effect of role-play on RCR learning
outcomes [59]. These test materials included two RCR-themed short
stories obtained from the Online Ethics Center for Engineering and
Research (OEC; https://www.onlineethics.org, Appendix B) and
three short answer questions that the previous study designed to
characterize a student’s ability to 1) analyze a moral problem, 2)
consider the viewpoints of all individuals involved, and 3) propose
solutions and anticipate their possible short- and long-term consequences. Participants first read and wrote responses to the short
story about peer review, then answered the same three questions
for the other scenario involving authorship. After completion of
the study, two of the authors scored these answers using the behaviorally anchored rating scale (BARS) method (see Figure 4). The
coders initially used the same rubric described in the previous study
to separately evaluate all answers, then compared results to assess
score distributions and inter-rater reliability. Similar to the previous
study, it was necessary to relax some grading criteria for questions
that rarely received "ideal" answers. Using these updated rubrics,
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Identify Issues
1: Indicates that there is no problem, or states that there
is a simple disagreement amongst the parties.

Representative Response
"Mike and Lisa are not clear about the partnership."

3: Misses some of the moral issues present in the case.
Primarily restates the issues as presented in the case
without naming the issue or mentioning specific standards.

"The main issue in this scenario is that not everyone who worked on the experiment is getting
the credit they deserve. Mike was convinced by his adviser that he should take the credit because
it would further his career."

5: Accurately identifies and names most or all of the
moral issues present in the case. If applicable, mentions
relevant standards.

"Mike failed to make a more meaningful impact with his paper because he decided to submit the
paper as sole author. Although one might argue that being both the designer and experimenter
of a paper is more prestigious, it is not worth sacrificing your vision and purpose by removing
the experiment which gives it validation among the scientific community. In addition, he tried
to take credit for the work that Lisa did for their project, which is definitely unacceptable."

Describe Viewpoints
1: Primarily restates the behaviors of the parties involved as they are given in the case; states that there
is no excuse for the behavior of one or more of the
parties.

Representative Response
"Slater was asked to review a manuscript from competitor’s lab, he thinks he could be objective
and shared the manuscript with his student."

3: Explains at least two viewpoints. However, the focus
is either primarily on the interest of only one of the
parties involved, or the student indicates that the parties involved are entitled to their opinions but that one
perspective is “more correct” than other perspectives
without providing justification.

"Slater stands to benefit by sabotaging the competitor’s work, but both Slater and Parker could
possibly tarnish their reputations if this is exposed in the science world. The authors who
submitted the manuscript that was rejected are just being completely screwed over."

5: Presents a balanced view from the perspective of
several involved parties. States the different attitudes,
values, and possible motives of the parties without
making unfounded assumptions about intent.

"The first viewpoint is from the professor’s perspective; he thinks that he can review the paper
objectively despite the circumstances. The second viewpoint is from the grad student, whose
professor put them in a compromising position. The third viewpoint is from the authors of the
paper who received a reject review from a competing lab that also took a tip from their paper.
The fourth is from the Journal of Cool Results that thought they were getting an objective review
from the professor, but really received a biased reject."

Propose Solutions
1: Solution is to ignore the problem, to interfere or “go
behind someone’s back”, or act immediately without
considering whether this is the best course of action.
Student does not mention, or devalues, the undesirable
consequences of the chosen solution.

Representative Response
"Unfortunately, this is unavoidable. Slater and Parker were aware of the rules of conduct for peer
reviewing, and they chose to subvert them. Any sense of competition will incite this kind of
behavior. However, given that peer reviews often summon multiple people to provide feedback,
I think that the quality of a work will be recognized by the majority."

3: Solution is practical, but incomplete or vaguely
formulated. Student understands some of the consequences of the proposed solution but does not propose
strategies for minimizing these consequences.

"I believe Slater and Parker should withdraw their statement of the manuscript since it is biased,
and either credit or not use the solution found by the competition’s research. Not using the
solution may not be that simple, but if they do then they need to credit where they found the
idea from. Additionally, they should refrain from responding to research that is bias on their end
in the future. There was clear conflict of interest, and it should be addressed instead of agreeing
to do the research."

5: Solution is practical and directly addresses the issues
at hand. Solution aims to optimize the outcomes of
all parties involved and to maintain relationships and
reputations. Solution adopts standard best practices
and does not violate ethical standards. Student understands the consequences of the solution and mentions
strategies for minimizing negative consequences.

"Prof. Slater should write back to the Journal of Cool Results with his feedback, along with a
description of his situation regarding his current work and the conflict of interest. Prof. Slater
and Ms. Parker might want to contact the author directly for permission to use the original
author’s work and discuss credit in their paper. When Prof. Slater and Ms. Parker publish their
results, they should mention the original author as the person who came up with the technique.
The Journal of Cool Results might find Prof. Slater to be unprofessional/unethical, leading to a
stain on his image. If he mentioned "sharing of the paper with Ms. Parker" with the Journal, he
might be barred from reviewing papers any further, and increased scrutiny in their current work.
The original author might want more credit than what Prof. Slater and Ms. Parker want to share,
according to original author’s perception of the contribution of his technique in their work."

Figure 4: Initial BARS rubric for scoring qualitative answers and representative responses. The left column is taken directly
from [59] while the right column provides representative responses from our study participants. The final rubric was applied
similarly to both of the RCR topics.
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Table 1: Post-test results for the TPI Engagement subscale, Peer Review test, and Authorship test. The table contains mean scores, standard deviations, t-test and Wilcoxon
rank sum scores for significance, and effect size—which is
medium to large for significant differences.

Table 2: Post-test results for the qualitative assessment of
moral reasoning. The table contains mean scores, standard
deviations, Wilcoxon rank sum test scores for significance,
and effect size—which is medium to large for significant differences.

Quantitative Test Results
Web
Measures
TPI Engagement
Peer Review Test
Authorship Test

Game

Qualitative Test Results

µ

σ

µ

σ

Sig
p

d

ES
r

Web

23.4
2.14
2.36

9
0.77
0.75

30.1
2.93
2

6.1
0.27
0.79

.029
.002
.23

.87
1.4
-.47

.4
.56
-.23

the coders again separately scored all answers and then met to
discuss rationale for any discrepancies. In the end, the scores for
each of the six questions had good inter-rater reliability, with acceptable levels of percent agreement (ranging .82-1) and Cohen’s
kappa values (ranging .72-1). Final scores for the few unresolved
ratings were calculated as the average of the two coders’ scores.

5

RESULTS

In this section, we provide the results of our study in terms of
participant prior knowledge and experience, as well as differences
between the two conditions with regard to engagement with the
materials and learning outcomes.

5.1

Prior Knowledge and Experience

According to a series of independent samples t-tests, participants
in the two conditions did not differ with respect to age, prior game
experience, or prior interactive story experience (all p values >= .12).
Similarly, no participants reported prior RCR training in the past 2
years. Therefore, we can assume that participants in both groups
had similar prior RCR, game, and interactive story experience.

5.2

Engagement with RCR Training Tools

We first examine participant engagement between the different RCR
educational tools. In order to analyze differences between the web
materials and Academical game conditions, we used an independent
samples t-test. The first row of Table 1 shows descriptive statistics
for scores on the TPI Engagement subscale, as well as significant
differences and effect sizes. Results found a significant difference in
favor of Academical increasing participant engagement (p = .029,
r = .4), suggesting that a choice-based interactive story game is a
more engaging experience for RCR training than traditional web
reading materials.

5.3

RCR Learning Outcomes

5.3.1 Peer Review and Authorship RCR Quizzes. To better understand participants’ knowledge of RCR concepts, we analyzed posttest scores on the RCR peer review and authorship quizzes (see
Figure 5, left). Descriptive statistics, statistical significance, and
effect sizes for the two measures are shown in the bottom two rows
of Table 1. A series of Wilcoxon rank sum tests showed that participants in the Academical condition scored significantly higher on

Measures
Identify Issues
Describe Viewpoints
Propose Solutions
Total Score

µ

σ

µ

Game

σ

Sig
p

d

ES
r

6.93
4.71
4.71
16.4

1.9
2.8
2.3
5.7

8.57
7.36
7.14
23.1

1.6
2.5
2.3
4.7

.023
.016
.015
.004

.92
.99
1.1
1.3

.42
.44
.47
.54

the peer review test (p = .002, r = .56) and neither significantly better
or worse than the web materials for the authorship test (n.s., p =
.23). This suggests that, in terms of short-term learning, a choicebased interactive story approach is more effective than traditional
educational materials for developing knowledge of certain RCR
topics.
5.3.2 Qualitative Assessment of Moral Reasoning. To better understand participants’ moral reasoning skills, we analyzed a series of
qualitative responses they wrote evaluating multiple aspects of two
scenarios addressing either peer review or authorship concepts
(see Appendix B). Descriptive statistics, statistical significance, and
effect sizes for these measures are shown in Table 2. A series of
Wilcoxon rank sum tests showed that participants in the Academical group scored significantly higher overall on the qualitative tests
of moral reasoning (total score: p = .004, r = .54). Combining the
scores across the two scenarios revealed that these participants had
similarly significant improvements for all three aspects of moral
reasoning (Issues: p = .023, r = .42; Viewpoints: p = .016, r = .44;
Solutions: p = .015, r = .47). A series of independent-samples t-tests
similarly highlighted that the Academical group also demonstrated
better moral reasoning skills all together for both scenarios (Peer
Review: p = .015, r = .44; Authorship: p = .0028, r = .53; see Figure 5,
right). These results indicate that, in terms of short-term learning,
a choice-based interactive story approach is more effective than traditional educational RCR materials for developing moral reasoning
skills necessary to properly employ RCR.

6

DISCUSSION

The results from this study suggest that a choice-based interactive
story game design is effective as an RCR education tool, with learners developing significantly higher engagement, stronger overall
moral reasoning skills, and better knowledge scores for certain RCR
topics with neither significantly better or worse scores for others.
Results from our study highlight the potential of choice-based interactive storytelling games for improving student engagement and
learning outcomes within RCR education as a whole. We discuss
our results in more detail below.

3

Game
Web

*

BARS Score

Quiz Score
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2
1

*

0
PR

5

*

*

PR

A

4
3
2
1

A

Figure 5: Post-test results for the peer review (PR) and authorship (A) scenarios. Left: The Academical group (n =
14, shown in blue) demonstrated significantly better knowledge scores for PR, and no statistical differences on knowledge scores for A. Right: The Academical group also demonstrated better moral reasoning skills for both scenarios. Diamonds represent group average scores and error bars indicate SD. Significance was determined by Wilcoxon rank sum
tests and Wilcoxon signed rank tests where appropriate and
is noted as *p<.05.

6.1

Engagement with RCR Training

An independent samples t-test for the TPI Engagement subscale
showed that Academical was significantly more engaging than traditional web-based RCR educational materials. This confirmed our
first hypothesis, and also falls in line with existing claims [7, 10, 24,
44, 61] and findings [53, 67, 73] that interactive storytelling designs
can improve learner engagement and motivation. Additionally, we
further extend these findings to illustrate that interactive storytelling games can also increase motivation when learning more
ethically complex and ambiguous content—beyond the generally
rote material covered in existing STEM [53, 73] and history [7]
examples.

6.2

RCR Learning Outcomes

Our study also identified that short term quantitative learning
outcomes for knowledge of RCR concepts in Academical was neither
significantly better or worse for Authorship, and was significantly
better for Peer Review. This serves to extend current findings on the
learning outcomes of educational interactive storytelling games [17,
53, 67, 70, 73] by providing evidence for the efficacy of such games in
teaching knowledge of RCR concepts and ethical decision-making.
This confirmed, and even outperformed, our second hypothesis that
interactive storytelling games would be as effective as traditional
educational materials at developing knowledge of RCR concepts.
Additionally, and perhaps most importantly, we found that the
Academical group performed significantly better overall on qualitative tests assessing moral reasoning skills. We also found a consistent significant increase for the Academical group’s performance
across all three questions addressing the different aspects of moral
reasoning. As a whole, this suggests that a choice-based interactive
narrative approach also better prepares students to navigate the
key aspects of moral dilemmas and ethical decision-making that are
common in research. These medium to large effect sizes (Table 2)
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indicate that Academical may also provide a substantial improvement over existing live action immersive role-play techniques for
improving moral reasoning and knowledge of RCR concepts [59].
However, this needs to be further verified through additional studies. Overall, these results are very encouraging considering that
various other (non role-playing) educational methods that have
been shown to improve knowledge of RCR concepts often report either comparatively weak benefits, no effect, or even harm to moral
reasoning skills [1, 11, 46, 58]. Conversely, Academical appears to
have a significant impact on improving both players’ knowledge of
RCR concepts and their moral reasoning skills—providing a marked
improvement over most existing RCR training tools.
These positive outcomes are also particularly impressive and
interesting considering that the traditional web-training course
was designed to teach the specific knowledge tested in this study’s
quantitative quizzes. In comparison, Academical immersed players
in moral dilemmas that did not explicitly provide instruction about
correct moral behavior or RCR concepts, yet they almost always
performed better than the web-trained group on the same tests. Future studies are required to determine why Academical is seemingly
able to provide these strong benefits.

6.3

Relative Difficulty of RCR Topics

Different RCR topics will vary in their perceived complexity, moral
ambiguity, and professional relevance. Therefore, applying the same
pedagogical methods to widely different subject matter is not guaranteed to be equally effective at teaching those topics [39, 68].
Comparing test results between topics can help educators better understand what information is being taught most effectively. In this
study, all participants were trained and tested exclusively on two
common yet distinct RCR concepts, peer review and authorship. We
showed that the Academical group significantly outperformed the
web-trained group for both knowledge and moral reasoning skills
related to peer review content, demonstrating that the game was
the superior tool for teaching that topic. In comparison, while the
Academical group also did significantly better than the web-trained
group on qualitative tests of moral reasoning related to authorship,
playing the game did not provide a similar boost to knowledge
of the subject. This result suggests that Academical participants
may have generally performed better on tests about peer review,
but struggled as much as the traditional RCR educational approach
when learning concepts related to authorship—which could indicate
differences in pedagogical efficacy. In order to further explore these
results and any potential differences in pedagogical efficacy, we conducted a secondary analysis comparing participants’ performance
between the two RCR topics.
For the quantitative results assessing RCR knowledge, we used
non-parametric signed rank tests to analyze within-subject quiz
results for each training group. We found that the Academical group
had significantly better scores for knowledge of peer review than
for authorship (p = .0007, r = .62), while the web-trained group’s
results were comparable between the two topics (p = 0.47, r = .14).
Considering that the Academical group’s peer review knowledge
scores were also significantly better than those of the web-trained
group (see Table 1 and Figure 5, left), this suggests that Academical
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was more effective at teaching peer review material compared to
the authorship content.
For the qualitative results assessing moral reasoning skills, our
prior independent-samples t-tests revealed significantly higher
overall moral reasoning scores for the Academical group in both
scenarios (see Table 2 and Figure 5, right). However, this result does
not indicate if participants performed better or worse on one topic
over another within the Academical or web groups. Therefore, in
order to explore any differences in the pedagogical efficacy of developing moral reasoning skills for different scenarios, we conducted
a paired-sample t-test across all participants and compared their
scores between the two RCR topics. The aggregated scores showed
that everyone had significantly better moral reasoning skills for
the peer review scenario than the authorship scenario (All participants: p = .012, r = .21). Performing paired t-tests at the group
level also found that each group individually showed a similar but
not significant trend towards better overall scores on peer review
than authorship (Academical: p = 0.098, r = .22; Web: p = 0.068, r =
.26). These results suggest that teaching moral reasoning skills with
respect to the RCR topic of authorship is harder to teach than peer
review overall—regardless of which educational RCR tool was used.
However, because everyone read and responded to the two test scenarios in the same order (with authorship last), it is still somewhat
unclear whether these overall differences in moral reasoning skill
between the two RCR concepts are due to pedagogical efficacy or
simply performance fatigue.
Considered together, the results of this secondary analysis support the idea that Academical is more effective at teaching the
tested peer review material over the authorship content, and that
authorship content is substantially more difficult to teach in general
regardless of the tool. Future work is required to more explicitly
explore this and the relative difficulty of all other RCR topics. Overall, these observations at least indicate that the quantitative and
qualitative test measures used for this study are sensitive enough
to detect significant differences in performance across topics after
training.

6.4

Role-Playing

Given that a choice-based interactive storytelling design approach is
both more engaging than traditional RCR materials and equally/more
effective for both quantitative and qualitative learning outcomes,
Academical is ultimately a useful tool to address the engagement
and critical thinking needs of current RCR education [19]. Studies
have shown that live action interactive role-play can help students
practice moral reasoning skills, but when compared to playing a
computer game, it is a relatively resource-intensive activity in terms
of the time and energy needed to facilitate and evaluate the training process. Furthermore, role-playing with others in the physical
world can be an uncomfortable experience for some people, potentially compromising the learning experience [59]. In comparison,
Academical is an engaging single-player role-playing experience
that carries no social pressure, allowing students to explore multiple perspectives at their own pace. Furthermore, its digital nature
means that all students can play through the same training scenarios with the same dialogue options, and consequently their learning
progress and progression through the stories can be tracked far
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more easily. Critically, the improved convenience of using Academical for ethical training has the potential to reach a far broader
audience than live action role-playing, as well as enable larger and
more controlled studies of its effects on RCR learning outcomes.

7

STUDY LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Despite Academical’s encouraging effect on engagement and RCR
learning outcomes, one notable limitation of this study is the small
sample size of participants. Additionally, the training and test procedures were not randomized, making it somewhat more difficult
to explain differences in performance between topics. Furthermore,
this study only measured short-term learning resulting from a single
session of training. Overall, these positive results are quite valuable
given the relatively poor state of current RCR education [19, 20],
but further work is needed to assess long-term skill retention and
engagement. Another potential disadvantage is that, since we did
not test an untrained group of participants, we could not report
how much of an effect RCR training in general had on our learning
outcomes. Finally, improvements in the above learning outcomes
do not necessarily lead to better attitudes or moral behavior [48],
therefore the impact of Academical on such factors needs to be
explored in future studies as well.
Specifically, future work will include longitudinal studies that
measure long-term learning outcomes and improvements to RCR
practices over time. We plan to achieve this by embedding the
game content into relevant university courses. Future studies will
also examine whether improvements in RCR learning outcomes
from training with Academical can generalize to untrained content.
We are also interested in determining which design aspects of
Academical best contribute to learning, and similarly want to better
understand how different player types can affect engagement and
learning outcomes. Lastly, future studies will include an additional
assessment to determine how different training methods affect a
player’s attitude about the importance of moral conduct in research.

8

CONCLUSION

In this paper we described the design of Academical, a choice-based
interactive storytelling game for RCR education that enables players
to experience a story from multiple perspectives. We also presented
results from an initial study comparing Academical with traditional
web-based educational materials from an existing university RCR
course. The initial study results highlighted that a choice-based
interactive story game design is effective for an RCR education
tool—with significantly higher engagement, better scores overall
for qualitative tests of moral reasoning skills, and significantly
better scores for some quantitative tests of RCR knowledge and
neither significantly better or worse scores for others.
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A

STUDY MEASURES

A.1

Peer Review RCR Quiz

The post-test RCR peer review quiz questions. Questions were taken
from an existing RCR course at the University of Utah:
(1) "According to the study materials, peer reviewers are asked
to make judgements about the quality of a proposed or completed project. This certainly includes all EXCEPT the following:"
(Multiple Choice)
(a) Making sure the conclusions are supported by the evidence
presented.
(b) Checking calculations and/or confirming the logic of important arguments.
(c) Assessing whether the research methods are appropriate.
(d) Confirming that the relevant literature has been consulted
and cited.
(e) Verifying the qualifications of graduate students.
(2) "If you can figure out the authors of a paper you are peer
reviewing after conflicts of interest are disclosed, should you
still review the paper"
(Yes/No)
(3) "There is no simple solution to the problem of bias in peer
review. However, researchers can lessen the impact of bias
by writing transparent reviews."
(True/False)

A.2

Authorship RCR Quiz

The post-test RCR authorship quiz questions. Questions were taken
from an existing RCR course at the University of Utah:
(1) "When should authorship for a paper be discussed?"
(Multiple Choice)
(a) Just before submitting the paper.
(b) Before starting the paper.
(c) Throughout the process of working on the paper.
(2) "Which of the following is NOT considered a contribution
to a paper?"
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(Multiple Choice)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Drafting and editing manuscripts.
Developing methodology.
Defining problems.
Presenting or interpreting theories or ideas.
Being the leading researcher in the field.

(3) "There is disagreement over whether authorship should be
limited to individuals who contributed to all phases of a
publication or whether individuals who made more limited
contributions deserve authorship credit."
(True/False)

A.3

Qualitative Moral Reasoning Assessment

The post-test RCR qualitative moral reasoning questions. Questions
were phrased to match the content of the three scoring categories
from the RCR BARS rubric described in [59]:
(1) "What are the issues in this scenario? Please write a paragraph."
(2) "Describe the various viewpoints in this scenario. Please
write a paragraph."
(3) "What would you propose as a solution? What problems
might occur in resolving these issues? Please write a paragraph."

B
B.1

STORIES FOR QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT
Peer Review Scenario

Professor John Slater is supervising a research project conducted
by Alice Parker, a graduate student in Slater’s lab. Parker is troubleshooting a protein purification protocol; she wants to use the protocol to purify a recombinant form of a mammalian protein growth
factor expressed in bacteria. Parker needs the purified protein to
complete the final experiment required to prove her experimental
model. Parker and Slater intend to submit a manuscript based on
this model to The Journal of Cool Results.
While Parker is trouble-shooting the protocol, The Journal of
Cool Results sends Slater a manuscript to review; he is asked to
return the manuscript with his comments and recommendation for
publication. The manuscript turns out to be from a competitor’s
lab, and the title indicates that the work closely resembles the work
Parker and Slater intend to publish.
Slater considers the situation. He decides that he can be objective
in his review, and he proceeds to read and evaluate the manuscript.
After his initial review, he asks Parker for her comments on the
manuscript, as the work falls within her field of expertise. Slater
and Parker agree that the data are not convincing and that the
paper should not be accepted for publication. Slater returns the
manuscript to the editor of The Journal of Cool Results, with his
recommendation that it not be accepted for publication.
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After reviewing the manuscript, Slater and Parker note that the
authors use a recombinant form of the protein growth factor that
they purified from yeast using a novel technique. Slater suggests
that Parker apply this technique to her purification protocol. The
revised protocol works well, and Parker is able to complete the final
experiment.
Source: To Review or Not - Reviewing the Competition.
https://www.onlineethics.org/Resources/gradres/gradresv2/review.
aspx

B.2

Authorship Scenario

Mike is a bright, young post-doc working in a big research group
in the physics department at Bambuka University. His life-long
career goal is to conduct research in a leading research university
as a professor. During one of his job interviews, he had a discussion about a particular problem in his field of expertise with the
interviewer. In the course of the interview, he was not able to satisfactorily prove his point, because his theoretical arguments did not
convince the interviewer. Upon returning to his lab, Mike decides
to pursue the matter further and conduct an experiment to verify
his argument. Mike’s experimental background is not sufficient to
obtain the desired results.
Lisa, Mike’s friend, is a fourth-year graduate student working
on her PhD in the same lab. She volunteers to help Mike with the
experiment. Lisa is a talented experimentalist, and she successfully
completes the experiment. Mike sends the results to the interviewer,
thereby proving his point.
While working on this small experiment, Mike gets an idea
for an interesting study, which, if done correctly, could yield a
good publication in an important journal. But Mike is discouraged,
because he knows he cannot handle the complicated experiment
alone. Lisa encourages him to proceed with the idea and promises
to design and complete the experimental aspect of the project. Mike
agrees and while he is working on the theory, Lisa designs and
builds the experiment. Mike is very excited about his theoretical
results and shares them with his adviser. The professor likes Mike’s
ideas and tells him that it is time for Mike to get his name noticed
in the scientific community. He encourages Mike to publish the
results in a famous journal. The adviser also suggests that it would
be better for Mike’s career if he publishes the work in a single
author paper. He says, "You worked on it exclusively, and it would
be a wonderful opportunity to write a paper by yourself. It will be a
stronger paper if you could validate your theory with experimental
data."
Mike likes the suggestion. He doesn’t mention that Lisa has
already done a significant amount of work on the project. He tells
Lisa that his adviser recommended his publishing results in a single
author paper, and says, "I really think that this would help my career,
plus that’s what our adviser wants. How cheated will you feel if
I publish this paper alone using all the data that your experiment
provides?"
Lisa and Mike are good friends, and she feels obligated to help
him. Even though Lisa is disappointed, she tells Mike to do whatever
he feels is right. Mike decides to submit the paper as the sole author.
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After this conversation, Lisa stops working on the experiment
and Mike takes over. He did not design the experiment; therefore
he cannot manage to get it to work and does not make any progress.
Lisa does not offer any more help, and Mike doesn’t ask her for
any. Finally, Mike decides to submit the paper without the experimental part. It will be an interesting theoretical investigation, but
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it will not have the scientific impact that it could have had with the
experimental validation.
Source: A Single Author Paper.
https://www.onlineethics.org/Resources/gradres/gradresv4/single.
aspx

